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of some lawyers has led (rightly or wrongly) to
the suspicion that they ate abusing their legal
privileges and acting as accomplices, rather than
advocates or advisers of their clients.
'
The 'Lex Baader-Meinhof in Germany is an
example of legislaiive action affecting the rights
of the defence, although a proposal that written
and oral communications between an accused in
custody and his defence. lawyer should be
supervised was dropped. Recent fiscal legislation
in the'UK and Ireland is an example of measures
against tax evasion which expressly limit legal
professional privilege.
Even the routine inspection of a lawyer's account
books· for tax purposes may lead to covert
infringement of the lawyer-client relationship .. In'.'
some Member States lawyers not only adVise
their clients but' manage' their affairs, and
lawyers throughout the Community hold money
on behalf, of clients. Only by exercising the
greatest care can the lawyer ensure that his books'
do not disclose' to the" inquisitive official
information confidential to the client.', '
There is equally very little express protection of
communications between lawyer and' client
against secret supervision through interception
of letters and wire-tapping, and the law of the
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UK is particularly weak in this respect."
It is to be expected that such threats to the
confidential
nature
of, the lawyer-client
relationship, will increase ra.ther than' diminish.
Measures infringing that confidentiality may,
indeed, beprovoked and apparently justified by
the unscrupulous abuse of privilege by)a,wyers
themselves. But iUs also to be expected'tll;itkas
the law becomes more complex, so the individual
will become increasingly', dependent upon the
advice and assistance of the lawyer ..
Community and national authorities (and the
media, who sometimes use this as astick to beat
the profession) should recognise that the rights,
duties and privileges of lawyers are not simply a
peculiarity of the law relating to lawyers but are
specifically designed to protect the liberty and
privacy
of the. individual,
the proper
administration of Justice ana the right to a fair
trial. The Bars of the Member States have a right
and duty to protest against any infringement or
curtailment of that protection., They stand, in
this respect, between the citizen and the State.
Abuse of privilege by individual lawyers acting as
accomplices of their clients should be punished
by professional and, if appropriate, by penal
sanctions directed against them as individuals,
rather than by withdrawing protection from the
innocent. If abuse cannot, be. proved against
individuals, it is not to be presumed to exist.
'
In so far as it is neces~ary to find new methods to
preserve a proper balance between the interests
of the State and the interests of the individual, a
model is to be found in the practice of those
states where the Biltonnier (the elected leader of
the Bar, like the Dean of Faculty in Scotland) can
be called in as a kind of'refetee' to ensure that
professional secrecy is, preserved.
If, for
'example, the authorities propose to conduct a
search for documents in a lawyer's office, he can
call upon the leader of the Bar, or a delegate
nominated by him, to witness the search and, in
practice, the authorities almost always accept his
ruling as to whether a document is protected or
not. The problems are not insoluble" given a
proper working rehitionship
between the
authorities .. of, the Community-and" Membe~
States on the one hand, and the Bars and other
professional organisationson the other:
The greatest problem in a country like Scotland,
where personal freedom tends to be, taken for
granted, is to make lawyers and, the public
generally aware that a problem exists. It is easy
enougp to say that,: of course, a lawyer should
,tell the police when a client confesses to a murder
for which someone else has been convicted. But
where does one stop? Is this acceptable?-

